Wybung Head
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Moderate track
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Wybung Head is found at the end of Wybung Head
Rd. This walk leads from the car park along a wide
trail to the grand views up and down the coast from
the end of the headland. A narrow track finishes the
walk to the tip of Wybung Head, where there are
270-degree views of the ocean, up and down the
coast. There are many large and crumbly cliffs here,
please take care. A great spot for whale watching or
just enjoying the turbulent ocean views.
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Are you ready to have fun?
Please ensure you and your group are well prepared and
equipped for all possible hazards and delays. Check park
closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating before
setting out. Optional side trips and alternate routes noted are
not included in this walks overall grade, length or time
estimate. Please allow extra time for resting and exploring
areas of interest. The authors, staff and owners of wildwalks
take care in preparing this information but will not accept
responsibility for any inconvenience, loss or injury you may
experience. Please take care, have fun - Happy Walking.
Getting there Traveling by car is the only practical way to
get to Wybung Head car park (gps: -33.1962, 151.6213). Car:
A park entry fee is required for driving into the park.
This is a return, so you will finish back at the start.
Find up to date and more information inlcuding; travel
directions, weather, park closures and walker feedback at
http://wild.tl/wh
0 | Optional sidetrip to Whale watching area
(70 m 2 mins) From the locked gate at the car park (at the end
of Wybung Head Rd), this walk heads downhill along the
management trail for a few metres, then turns left and follows
the track. The track heads through the heath to a large 'Marine
Mammals' sign (about whales) and a large clearing with wide
ocean views.
0 | Wybung Whale Watching Area
The Wybung Whale Watching Area is a small clearing
perched on Wybung Head, just a short walk from the end of
Wybung Head Rd. The clearing on the top of the hill provides
sweeping views of the ocean. A sign hidden among the scrub
provides information about the migrating mammals. There is
no shade or wind protection on this exposed grassy knoll, but
it does provide a great spot to watch the migration. Northern
migration from June to July and southern migration from Sept
to Oct.
0 | Wybung Head car park
(280 m 6 mins) Continue straight: From the locked gate at the
car park (at the end of Wybung Head Rd), this walk heads
downhill along the management trail. The trail soon passes a
track (on the left, that leads to the whale watching area), and
continues downhill along the wide trail to find the grand
ocean views. The trail then bends left and passes along the top
of an unfenced cliff. As the trail flattens out, it passes a grassy
clearing and ends on the narrow saddle, with views up and
down the coast.
0.28 | Wybung Head clearing
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(130 m 2 mins) Continue straight: From the narrow saddle, this
walk follows the narrower track towards the ocean along
middle of the headland. The track leads up a small rise and
through some heath, to then suddenly open up at the top of an
unfenced cliff and view across the ocean.
0.4 | Wybung Head
Wybung Head is distinct headland found at the end of
Wybung Head Rd, and provides great views up and down the
coast. Wybung is a local Aboriginal word meaning
'Dangerous Sea'. The narrow headland has sheer unfenced
cliffs all around, and sweeping views of the ocean. There is
no shade, or protection from the wind. A great spot to enjoy
the pounding sea.

